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Abstract

The feedback between soil moisture and precipitation has long been a topic of inter-
est due to its potential for improving weather and seasonal forecasts. The generally
proposed mechanism assumes a control of soil moisture on precipitation via the parti-
tioning of the surface turbulent heat fluxes, as assessed via the Evaporative Fraction,5

EF, i.e. the ratio of latent heat to the sum of latent and sensible heat, in particular un-
der convective conditions. Our study investigates the poorly understood link between
EF and precipitation by investigating the impact of before-noon EF on the frequency
of afternoon precipitation over the contiguous US, using a statistical analysis of the
relationship between multiple datasets of EF and precipitation. We analyze remote10

sensing data products (EF from GLEAM, Global Land Evaporation: the Amsterdam
Methodology, based on satellite observations; and radar precipitation from NEXRAD,
the NEXt generation weather RADar system), FLUXNET station data, and the North
American Regional Reanalysis (NARR). While most datasets agree on the existence
of regions of positive relationship between between EF and precipitation in the Eastern15

and Southwestern US, observation-based estimates (GLEAM, NEXRAD and to some
extent FLUXNET) also indicate a strong relationship in the Central US which is not
found in NARR. Investigating these differences, we find that much of these relation-
ships can be explained by precipitation persistence alone, with ambiguous results on
the additional role of EF in causing afternoon precipitation. Regional analyses reveal20

contrasting mechanisms over different regions. Over the Eastern US, our analyses sug-
gest that the apparent EF-precipitation coupling takes place on a short day-to-day time
scale and is either atmospherically controlled (from precipitation persistence and po-
tential evaporation) or driven by vegetation interception and subsequent re-evaporation
(rather than soil moisture and related plant transpiration/bare soil evaporation), in line25

with the high forest cover and the wet regime of that region. Over the Central and
Southwestern US, the impact of EF on convection triggering is additionally linked to
soil moisture variations, owing to the soil moisture–limited climate regime.
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1 Introduction

Soil moisture–precipitation feedback has been investigated for several decades and,
despite some progress in recent years, remains a poorly understood process and
a large source of uncertainty in climate models (Seneviratne et al., 2010). While studies
until the 1990s tended to focus on the concept of soil moisture recycling (i.e. the frac-5

tion of precipitation that is directly contributed by regional evaporation from the land,
see Seneviratne et al., 2010), more recent studies have emphasized the importance
of indirect feedback mechanisms, that is, an influence of soil moisture on atmospheric
stability, boundary layer characteristics, and thereby precipitation formation (e.g. Schär
et al., 1999; Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Findell and Eltahir, 2003a; Ek and Holtslag, 2004;10

Betts, 2004; Santanello et al., 2009; Hohenegger et al., 2009; Taylor et al., 2011; Lint-
ner et al., 2013; Gentine et al., 2013). This indirect effect can theoretically lead to feed-
backs of either sign (Seneviratne et al., 2010). For instance, over wet soils, humidity
input into the boundary layer increases, but turbulence and boundary layer height de-
crease; the interplay of these two effects with the environment can trigger or suppress15

convection locally depending on the prevailing conditions (e.g., Ek and Holtslag, 2004;
Gentine et al., 2013). Although most studies report a positive feedback, some suggest
the existence of a negative feedback in certain regions (Findell and Eltahir, 2003a, b;
Cook et al., 2006; Hohenegger et al., 2009; Westra et al., 2012; Gentine et al., 2013).
Furthermore, non-local processes can also be important (e.g. Taylor and Ellis, 2006). In20

particular, spatial heterogeneity of soil moisture has been shown to induce mesoscale
circulations favoring precipitation over dry soils, for example in the Sahel region (Taylor
et al., 2011) but also globally (Taylor et al., 2012).

The entire soil moisture-precipitation feedback can be decomposed into a chain of
processes as follows (Fig. 1, modified from Seneviratne et al., 2010):25

A. Soil moisture impacts the partitioning of energy at the land surface into sensible
and latent heat flux (H and λE , respectively), as quantified by the evaporative
fraction EF = λE

H+λE .
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B. The moisture and heat input to the atmosphere corresponding to changes in EF
impacts subsequent precipitation.

C. Precipitation impacts soil moisture by replenishing soils.

Relationship A (higher soil moisture leading to higher EF) is expected to be most sig-
nificant in regions that are transitional between wet and dry climates, where soil mois-5

ture is the main limiting factor for land evaporation (e.g. Koster et al., 2004; Seneviratne
et al., 2006b; Teuling et al., 2009; Hirschi et al., 2011). Note here the potentially nega-
tive feedback within relationship A (red arrow in Fig. 1), since increased soil moisture
content enabling high evaporation leads to faster depletion of the soil moisture, thus
dampening the initial evaporation increase (see also Seneviratne et al., 2010; Boé,10

2013). Relationship B, i.e. higher EF leading to higher (or lower) precipitation, is gen-
erally the most uncertain part of the soil moisture-precipitation coupling and feedback
and can exhibit positive or negative sign through boundary layer regulation. The impact
of precipitation on soil moisture (relationship C), on the other hand, can be considered
as straightforward in most cases, albeit with a dependence on the partitioning of pre-15

cipitation into interception, runoff and infiltrated water. The existence, the sign, and
the strength of soil moisture–precipitation coupling, i.e., the impact of soil moisture on
precipitation (relationship A–B), and in particular EF-precipitation coupling (B), remain
heavily debated in the literature.

Modeling studies yield contrasting results, identifying both positive (Schär et al.,20

1999; Pal and Eltahir, 2001; Koster et al., 2004) and negative soil moisture–
precipitation relationships in some cases (Findell and Eltahir, 2003a, b; Ek and Holt-
slag, 2004; Hohenegger et al., 2009; van den Hurk and van Meijgaard, 2010). Up
to now, negative coupling in modeling studies is apparently mostly restricted, with
some exceptions (e.g., Cook et al., 2006), to studies with single-column (including slab25

boundary layer models) or cloud-resolving simulations (Seneviratne et al., 2010). In ad-
dition, it has been shown that model-based studies suffer from deficiencies, such as the
dependence on the chosen convective parameterization or resolution (e.g. Hoheneg-
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ger et al., 2009). Dirmeyer et al. (2006) highlight large biases in Global Climate Models
(GCMs) with respect to covariability between key atmospheric and land-surface vari-
ables and Koster et al. (2003) suggest that soil moisture-precipitation feedbacks may
be overestimated in GCMs.

Given the large range of results from modeling studies, observational studies are5

necessary. However, for a number of reasons, these have been largely inconclusive
(Seneviratne et al., 2010). First, the scarcity of soil moisture and EF measurements is
a recurrent limitation. In particular, while recent satellite remote-sensing efforts have
allowed for global analyses leading to new findings (e.g. Taylor et al., 2012), these only
provide data on soil moisture in the top few centimeters of the soil and in regions without10

dense vegetation cover. This is often not representative of deeper layers and, thus, of
EF, especially in vegetated areas. Second, we note that one of the most challenging
tasks in assessing soil moisture–precipitation coupling (i.e., A–B) from observational
data is to establish causal rather than mere statistical links between soil moisture (or
EF) and precipitation (see also Salvucci et al., 2002; Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2010).15

The difficulty of causal inferences from observational data arises from two main con-
founding effects. First, given the influence of precipitation on soil moisture (process
C) it can be difficult to assess whether a detected relationship between soil moisture
and precipitation is due to A–B, C or both. In particular, persistence in precipitation
at various time scales (from synoptic to interannual scales, including seasonal-scale)20

can induce apparent causal links, for which even lagged correlations between e.g.
soil moisture and subsequent precipitation may in fact simply reflect relationship C.
Second, covariability between two variables (for instance soil moisture and convective
precipitation) may be a necessary but not a sufficient condition for a causal link since it
does not exclude the possibility that both quantities are governed by a third influencing25

variable (for instance sea surface temperature, see Orlowsky and Seneviratne, 2010).
Ideally, potential confounding variables should be taken into account in observational
analyses; this is, however, rarely done in practice, mostly due to difficulties in identifying
confounding variables or lack of data availability.
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In order to overcome the issue of data scarcity, some studies have made use of state-
of-the-art reanalysis products (e.g. Bisselink and Dolman, 2008; Findell et al., 2011).
Soil moisture and associated land-surface fluxes in reanalysis products are, however,
ultimately model-based and therefore share the deficiencies of their land-surface mod-
els. Some reanalysis products assimilate screen-level variables (temperature, humid-5

ity) in order to better constrain the surface energy budget (Mahfouf, 1991; Bouttier et al.,
1993b, a; Gentine et al., 2011) and may thus be advantageous over other reanalysis
products. Nonetheless, such land data assimilation procedures may introduce biases
in surface variables (e.g. Betts et al., 2003; Seneviratne et al., 2004). In addition, re-
analyses suffer from other issues such as the lack of mass conservation. Therefore,10

reanalyses-based investigations are a useful complement to but ultimately cannot re-
place observational studies. Finally, they suffer from the similar difficulties in isolating
causal relationships as the studies based on observational data, although they provide
a more comprehensive data basis.

In this study, we investigate soil moisture–EF–precipitation coupling (i.e., processes15

A and B) over North America, addressing the aforementioned issues. We use direct
observations of EF and precipitation from FLUXNET sites, remote-sensing-derived
products (satellite-based EF from GLEAM and precipitation from the US radar net-
work NEXRAD), and the North American Regional Reanalysis, NARR (see Sect. 2).
Specifically, we quantify the effect of before-noon EF (and soil moisture) on afternoon20

convective rainfall occurrence via the Triggering Feedback Strength (TFS, see Findell
et al., 2011 and Sect. 3). This metric suggests, when applied to NARR, a region of cou-
pling over the Eastern US (Findell et al., 2011). Here, we first compare TFS estimates
derived from observation-based datasets with that from NARR (Sect. 4). We then ana-
lyze the potential confounding effect of precipitation persistence on TFS (Sect. 5), and25

further investigate the role of soil moisture and vegetation interception storage on land
evaporation and the inferred EF-precipitation coupling (Sect. 6). Finally, results from
these sections and their implications are discussed in Sect. 7.
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2 Datasets

We provide here a description of the datasets used in this study. The analysis is re-
stricted to North America for consistency with Findell et al. (2011). The datasets consid-
ered here include a reanalysis product (the North American Regional Reanalysis, here-
after referred to as NARR), ground-based point-scale observations from FLUXNET,5

and remote-sensing-derived products: the NEXt generation weather RADar system
(NEXRAD) and Global Land Evaporation: the Amsterdam Methodology (GLEAM).
They are summarized in Table 1. For three-hourly datasets (NARR and GLEAM), val-
ues closest to local 3 h (in standard local time based on longitude) are used, as in
Findell et al. (2011). Thus, a lag of up to one hour between datasets can occur in either10

direction, depending on the longitude.

2.1 NARR

The North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR, see Mesinger et al., 2006) is main-
tained at the National Center for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) and spans the
period from 1979 to present. With its high spatial (about 32 km horizontal) and tem-15

poral (3 h) resolution, it allows for analyses focused on the diurnal evolution of land-
atmosphere variables, which is an important aspect when analyzing the impact of sur-
face fluxes on convection and precipitation. Its key characteristic is that it successfully
assimilates high-quality precipitation observations into the atmospheric analysis, con-
trary to other reanalyses. Thus, since it forces the land-surface model component of20

the system more accurately than in other reanalyses, it may allow for more realistic
analyses of land hydrology and land-atmosphere interactions. However, an in-situ com-
parison to observational data shows that surface radiation fluxes can be significantly
biased in NARR (Kennedy et al., 2011). Moreover, West et al. (2007) identified spu-
rious grid-scale precipitation events and related them to anomalous latent heating in25

cases of strong mismatch between assimilated and modeled precipitation. Also of high
relevance in the context of EF-precipitation coupling analyses, Ruane (2010a, b) high-
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lighted that, while the exaggerated model precipitation is reduced by the assimilation
of precipitation observations, other components of the water cycle such as evaporation
and moisture convergence are not corrected and remain thus tied to the more vigorous
model-induced water cycle. Indeed, assimilation products do not conserve water.

The land component of NARR is the Noah land surface model (Ek et al., 2003). The5

soil includes four layers spanning the following depths: 0–10 cm, 10–40 cm, 40 cm–1 m,
1–2 m. Bare soil evaporation (plant transpiration) is limited by soil moisture in the top
layer (root zone), and evaporation from vegetation interception is accounted for. The
root zone is defined for each grid cell as a function of vegetation type – at the analyzed
sites, it includes the top 3 to 4 layers, depending on the site.10

In this study, we use NARR data from the years 1995–2007, and most of the analy-
ses are restricted to days when data are available from other datasets (NEXRAD and
GLEAM, see Sects. 2.3 and 2.4, respectively). This removes possible impacts of differ-
ent time periods or time series lengths. Analyses of the longer 1979–2007 period are
included in the Supplement (1979–2007) for comparison, yielding similar results.15

All data is adjusted to local time by taking the 3 h period closest to the standard local
time. Thus, for e.g. afternoon values (12–6 p.m.), data from 3:00–9:00 UTC are used
West from 247.5◦ E while 6:00–12:00 UTC data are used for the rest of the continent.

2.2 FLUXNET

FLUXNET is a global network of micrometeorological measurement sites (Baldocchi20

et al., 2001; Baldocchi, 2008), which uses the eddy-covariance method to measure
exchanges of CO2, water and energy between the land surface and the atmosphere. It
currently includes over 500 sites worldwide (http://www.fluxnet.ornl.gov/fluxnet/index.
cfm) with a relatively large density over Europe and North America. The density of
the network as well as the record lengths in these regions allow for spatial analyses.25

FLUXNET is the largest available network of “direct” observations of latent and sensible
heat fluxes, which in spite of some known issues (underestimation of the fluxes and
lack of energy balance closure, point-scale measurements with relatively small footprint
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area, possible change in footprint depending on e.g. wind direction), provides largely
model-independent data and is therefore a direct estimate pertinent to our analyses.

In this study, we use data from the FLUXNET LaThuile dataset, a global standardized
database of eddy covariance measurements which includes a large number of sites.
Measurements of sensible (H) and latent (λE) heat fluxes are used to compute EF,5

while global radiation (i.e., incoming shortwave, Rg) and potential global radiation (i.e.

extraterrestrial radiation, Rpot
g ) are used to get a proxy for cloud cover (see Sect. 3.2).

One of the main issues with eddy-covariance measurements is that the energy balance
is not closed, likely due to an underestimation of H and λE (e.g. Wilson et al., 2002;
Foken, 2008; Hendricks Franssen et al., 2010). However, as we do not use H and10

λE directly but only through EF, we note that the commonly used “fixed Bowen ratio”
correction for the energy balance closure (i.e. attributing the missing energy to latent
and sensible heat fluxes while keeping the Bowen ratio Bw = H

λE constant, e.g. Blanken
et al., 1997) does not affect EF. Hence, we can expect that EF is only marginally af-
fected by the mentioned measurement error at the sites.15

A total of 39 sites, listed in Table 2, are used in this study, all of them located in the
US and Canada. The selection of the sites is based on several criteria: first, coverage
by precipitation radars from NEXRAD (see Sect. 2.3) as well as Rg measurements
are requirements for use in our study. Second, summers with many gaps in any of the
required variables are removed, and only sites with a reasonable amount of remaining20

data are kept for the analysis (&100 days).

2.3 NEXRAD

The NEXt generation weather RADar system (NEXRAD) is a network of 159 Weather
Surveillance Radar-1988 Doppler (WSR-88D) sites covering the United States. Data
are archived at the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC) of the US National Weather25

Service. Here, we use the one-hour precipitation product (N1P) from the level III data.
More details about NEXRAD products can be found at http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/oa/
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radar/radarresources.html (accessed on 20 December 2012). N1P data for summer
(June to August, JJA) from 1995 to 2007 were downloaded at NEXRAD stations cov-
ering FLUXNET sites and their vicinity. We use 3 h averages of precipitation within
20 km around each FLUXNET site. Aggregating with different radii and time-averaging
methods leads to robust results (not shown).5

2.4 GLEAM

GLEAM (Global Land Evaporation: the Amsterdam Methodology – see Miralles et al.,
2011b) is a global dataset of daily land-surface evaporation (E) based on satellite ob-
servations, available at a resolution of 0.25◦. Estimates of E for day i are derived based
on:10

Ei = Epot
i Si + (1−β)Ii (1)

where Epot
i is the potential evaporation (at day i), derived through the Priestley and

Taylor formulation (Priestley and Taylor, 1972) using data of net radiation (Rnet) and
near-surface air temperature. Si denotes the evaporative stress (at day i) and is com-
puted combining (a) observations of vegetation water content (microwave vegetation15

optical depth) and (b) estimates of root-zone soil moisture (θi ) from a multi-layer soil
module driven by observations of precipitation (Pi ) and surface soil moisture (θobs

i ).
The inclusion of vegetation optical depth accounts for the effects of plant phenology;
its low day-to-day variability causes minor effects on the short-term dynamics of Ei . Ii
denotes the vegetation rainfall interception loss, calculated based on Gash’s analytical20

model of rainfall interception (Gash, 1979) and described in detail by Miralles et al.
(2010); β is a constant to account for declines in transpiration when the canopy is wet
– for more details see Miralles et al. (2010, 2011b).

We use a version of GLEAM that is driven by the input datasets noted in Table 3;
importantly, precipitation from NEXRAD (see Sect. 2.3) is used to estimate intercep-25

tion loss and drive the soil module. GLEAM usually operates at daily time steps due
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to assumptions underlying the conductivity of water in the soil module and Gash’s an-
alytical model of interception. Here, to estimate before-noon EF (9 a.m.–12 p.m., i.e.
EFi ,9–12) several modifications to the original methodology are undertaken. As shown

in Eq. (1), the computation of Ei requires daily estimates of potential evaporation, Epot
i ,

evaporative stress, Si , and interception, Ii . GLEAM daily input variables are aggre-5

gated to represent a diurnal cycle beginning/ending at around 9 a.m. standard local
time. Therefore, the estimates of root-zone soil moisture (θi−1) used to derive Si−1,
roughly correspond to 9 a.m. on day i , as they are derived using the cumulative precip-
itation up to 9 a.m. and instantaneous observations of surface soil moisture from the
early morning hours (between 1.30 a.m. and 6 a.m. depending on the satellite platform10

– see Owe et al., 2008, for details on the soil moisture remote-sensing product).
Thereby, for our calculations of GLEAM’s before-noon EF at day i (i.e., EFi ,9–12), we

use Si−1 as a proxy for the evaporative stress conditions. Since days with morning-time
precipitation are not included in the computations of the TFS, Ii ,9–12 is assumed to be
zero. EFi ,9–12 is therefore calculated as:15

EFi ,9–12 =
λEpot

i ,9–12Si−1

Rnet
i ,9–12 −Gi ,9–12

(2)

where Rnet is net radiation from the GEWEX SRB dataset (satellite-based product, see
Stackhouse et al., 2004) and G is the ground heat flux, computed as a function of Rnet

and land cover type as by Miralles et al. (2011b).
In this form, Si−1 accounts for evaporative stress due to soil moisture deficits only.20

This is not accurate if vegetation stores intercepted water from the previous-day pre-
cipitation. We therefore use a modified version, S∗

i−1, which assumes that water re-
mains on vegetation from the previous-day precipitation and that the vaporization of
this water is powered by radiation (i.e., interception loss is a fraction of the radiation-
based Priestley and Taylor potential evaporation). Hence, we can re-arrange Eq. (1) as25
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Ei = Epot
i Si + (1−β)Ii = Epot

i S∗
i , which yields

S∗
i−1 = Si−1 + (1−β)

Ii−1

Epot
i−1

. (3)

Estimates of EFi ,9–12 are then computed using S∗
i−1 instead of Si−1 in Eq. (2), and

therefore include the effect of interception.
Note that this implies a revision of the standard GLEAM framework, in which inter-5

ception loss is not limited by local net radiation (see e.g. Holwerda et al., 2012).
To summarize, EFi ,9–12 is computed in three steps:

1. GLEAM is first run as in Miralles et al. (2011b) to derive the daily averages of
evaporation (Ei ) and evaporative stress (Si ) – see Eq. (1). The only difference here
is that we compute daily values from about 9–9 a.m. for all variables (depending10

on longitude but always before 9 a.m.).

2. The evaporative stress Si is recalculated as S∗
i using Eq. (3) to consider the effect

of interception loss.

3. S∗
i−1 is used to calculate before-noon EF (i.e. EFi ,9–12) using Eq. (2) (except in the

left panel of Fig. 11, where Si−1 is used instead of S∗
i−1 to isolate the effect of soil15

moisture).

Note that the timing of the input datasets for the S and S∗ computation is crucial
to this application, in particular for precipitation. First, we do not want to include any
information about afternoon precipitation for the estimated before-noon EF on the same
day. Second, rainfall occuring in the night preceding the estimated EF must be included20

in order to get an EF reflecting the conditions in the early morning. Unfortunately, the
definition of “days” in many standard daily precipitation products varies, as shown in
Table S1 in the Supplement, and is sometimes unclear: for instance, the use of data
from the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP, see Huffman et al., 2001) is
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inappropriate due to the time window of the dataset (0:00 to 0:00 UTC, i.e. from 4 p.m.
(7 p.m.) to 4 p.m. (7 p.m.) in the US West (East) Coast, see Table S1). Also noteworthy,
for the CPC Unified gauge product (Chen et al., 2008) days are defined differently
depending on the country. For most of the USA, the defined window is 12:00 to 12:00
(UTC, i.e. 4–4 a.m. in the West Coast/8–8 a.m. in the East Coast), which in principle5

suits our requirements although uncertainties remain due to differing reporting times
between contributing rain gauge stations. NEXRAD is not affected by this issue given
its higher temporal resolution.

Given the large range of precipitation products, the sensitivity of GLEAM to the pre-
cipitation dataset used as an input to derive EF time series has been investigated in10

the Supplement (see Supplement Discussion S2). Datasets used for this sensitivity
test are NEXRAD, CPC-Unified (Chen et al., 2008) and PERSIANN (Hsu et al., 1997).
These three datasets either suit the required daily time window (like in the case of
CPC-Unified) or have a sub-daily temporal resolution and therefore appropriate daily
aggregates can be constructed (like in the case of NEXRAD and PERSIANN). With the15

exception of three sites in the middle of the Western US, where NEXRAD data displays
suspect features, results obtained from these three independent precipitation datasets
are qualitatively similar (see Fig. S3 and text in the Supplement for more details).

3 Methods

This section provides details on the convection triggering metric TFS, including the20

selection of potentially convective days to which the computations are restricted, and
the statistical test for assessing the significance of the results.
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3.1 Triggering Feedback Strength (TFS)

The TFS, defined by Findell et al. (2011), quantifies the link between before-noon EF
and afternoon precipitation occurrence as

TFS = σEF
∂Γ(r )

∂EF
(4)

where EF is the before-noon evaporative fraction (computed between 9 a.m.–12 p.m.5

where 12 p.m. is noon), σEF is the standard deviation of EF and Γ(r ) is the probability of
afternoon rain (> 1 mm, computed between 12–6 p.m.). The computation is restricted
to summer days (June to August, JJA). In addition, only potentially convective days
are included in the computation in order to reduce the impact of large-scale synoptic
systems and thus to restrict the analysis to days when surface turbulent fluxes of sen-10

sible and latent heat are most likely to impact precipitation formation (see Sect. 3.2).
It should be noted that, like most statistical analyses, a high TFS does not necessarily
imply causality between Γ(r ) and EF, but simply the existence of a correlation between
the two variables.

Findell et al. (2011) compute TFS in bins of the parameter space of EF, CTP and HIlow15

(the Convective Triggering Potential and a low-level Humidity Index, respectively; see
Findell and Eltahir, 2003a), which are subsequently aggregated. This is done in order
to reduce possible confounding effects from these variables. In our study, however,
relatively short observational time series preclude extensive sampling of this parameter
space and independent observational sources for CTP and HIlow, i.e. radio soundings,20

do not exist in the vicinity of all analyzed FLUXNET sites.
We can therefore only approximate the approach of Findell et al. (2011). Thus, we

compute here a simplified version of TFS,

TFS∗ = σEF

Γ(r |EF > EFQ60)−Γ(r |EF ≤ EFQ40)

EFQ80 −EFQ20
, (5)
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where EFQX is the Xth percentile of EF. The variable σEF and the percentiles of EF are
determined for each location and dataset independently. The definition of the bins en-
sures clearly distinct bins (i.e. no possible overlap even if EFQ60 = EFQ40) while retain-
ing most of the available data. Considering quantiles also partly accounts for different
shapes of the EF distributions when comparing different EF datasets. EF values outside5

of the 0–1 range are excluded from the analysis. Although TFS∗ is an approximation of
the original TFS defined by Findell et al. (2011), the two different computations show
close agreement when applied to NARR (see Supplement).

3.2 Identification of potentially convective days

Typical convective situations differ from synoptic weather systems in the physical pro-10

cesses involved and can be, to some extent, identified using different variables. In par-
ticular, convection tends to occur in the afternoon as a result of the day time boundary
layer evolution (Rio et al., 2009). Potentially convective days are therefore expected to
be rain- and cloud-free in the morning. Moreover, convection is usually linked to low at-
mospheric stability and, therefore, typically positive CTP. Based on these observations,15

sets of criteria to select potentially convective days to be included in the TFS∗ com-
putation can be defined to remove impacts of large-scale, persistent synoptic weather
systems.

Findell et al. (2011) identify potentially convective days as days with CTP > 0 and no
morning precipitation. However, in the absence of the necessary information for CTP20

from observations, we alternatively use the following criteria throughout our analyses:

– No morning precipitation, as in Findell et al. (2011), and

– Rg/Rpot
g > 0.67max(Rg/Rpot

g ) in the morning, where Rg is the global radiation (i.e.

incoming short-wave) at the land surface and Rpot
g is the potential Rg in the ab-

sence of atmosphere (i.e. extraterrestrial incoming short-wave).25
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Rg is available from NARR and measured at FLUXNET sites. Rpot
g being dependent

on time and latitude only, it is computed for each grid cell used in our analysis for
NARR, while it is readily available in FLUXNET data. The computation of max(Rg/Rpot

g ),
restricted to summer days (JJA), is applied to each site to account for site-specific
conditions. Rg/Rpot

g therefore quantifies the fraction of incoming solar radiation reach-5

ing the ground, and its maximum value corresponds to clear-sky cases. Requiring
Rg/Rpot

g > 0.67max(Rg/Rpot
g ) in the morning is used to remove days with morning

clouds from the analysis as they are likely linked to synoptic systems. Cutoff ratios
between 0.5 and 0.8 do not lead to different results (not shown).

In this study, the dataset combinations use these criteria computed on the following10

datasets, chosen according to data availability:

– NARR: precipitation and Rg from NARR

– FLUXNET-NEXRAD: precipitation from NEXRAD and Rg from FLUXNET

– GLEAM-NEXRAD: precipitation from NEXRAD and Rg from NARR

The impact of the criteria for the selection of potentially convective days on TFS∗,15

in particular with respect to the NARR analysis and the different set of criteria used in
our study compared to Findell et al. (2011), is small, as discussed in the Supplement
(Fig. S2).

3.3 Statistical tests

The statistical significance of TFS∗ 6= 0 is tested by bootstrap samples. A TFS∗ distri-20

bution is computed from 1000 bootstrap samples for which the EF data are kept un-
changed and precipitation data are shuffled, which simulates the null hypothesis that
no relation between EF and precipitation exists. The bootstrap TFS∗ distribution is ap-
proximately symmetrical with respect to 0. For a 90 % significance level, we require
a positive (negative) TFS∗ to be at or above (below) the 95 percentile (5 percentile).25
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We chose a rather low significance level of 90 % to account for the relatively short time
series and the noise inherent in the data.

4 TFS from different datasets

The impact of before-noon EF on precipitation occurrence is quantified using the mod-
ified Triggering Feedback Strength TFS∗ (see Sect. 3). TFS∗ is computed at FLUXNET5

sites from three dataset combinations: (i) a reanalysis product (NARR), (ii) direct mea-
surements of surface turbulent heat fluxes at FLUXNET sites for EF in combination with
radar precipitation from NEXRAD, and (iii) a satellite-based estimation of EF (GLEAM)
in combination with NEXRAD precipitation. We compare estimates of the Triggering
Feedback Strength (TFS∗) from these datasets (Sect. 4.1), complemented by compar-10

ing general characteristics of the EF datasets (Sect. 4.2).

4.1 Overview

Figure 2 displays TFS∗ computed at FLUXNET site locations for the three ana-
lyzed dataset combinations. Before comparing the results obtained with the different
datasets, we note that the pattern obtained from NARR reproduces that of Findell et al.15

(2011) quite well, with a region of large significant TFS∗ values over the Eastern US.
This shows that our simplified TFS∗ computation (Eq. 5) reproduces the more sophis-
ticated computation from Findell et al. (2011). The impacts of the years included in the
analysis and of different sets of criteria for the selection of potentially convective days
are individually analyzed in the Supplement (Figs. S1 and S2, respectively) and turn20

out to be negligible.
To complement the maps shown in Fig. 2, the distributions of TFS∗ values for the

three datasets are compared separately over three regions (Western, Central and East-
ern US) using boxplots (Fig. 3). The definition of these regions is based on expected
coupling regions from previous studies. The central US region represents a typical25
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soil moisture–precipitation coupling “hot spot” expected from other studies (e.g. Koster
et al., 2004), while the Eastern US displays strong EF-precipitation positive relationship
in NARR (Findell et al., 2011). The Western US, on the other hand, is a dry region (soil
moisture limited regime, see Thomas et al., 2009; Schwalm et al., 2012) with little soil
moisture and EF variability and is therefore usually not considered as being conductive5

to strong soil moisture–precipitation feedbacks. Strong EF-precipitation coupling (e.g.
over the Eastern US in NARR) is a necessary but not sufficient condition for strong soil
moisture-precipitation coupling.

Generally, FLUXNET displays large variations within each region (Fig. 3) and even
within smaller climatic regions (e.g. in Florida, Fig. 2). Thus, it does not display much of10

the significant TFS∗ regional pattern evident in NARR over the Eastern US (Fig. 2). On
the other hand, the remote-sensing estimate from GLEAM and NEXRAD yields some
significant values in that region, although TFS∗ is generally smaller for this combination
and not as consistently significant as in NARR. Over both the Central US and South-
western US, GLEAM-NEXRAD and to some extent FLUXNET show larger TFS∗ values15

compared to NARR (Figs. 2 and 3). Results from GLEAM-NEXRAD for the three sites
in the middle of the Western region indicated by empty dots on Fig. 3 (map), however,
should be interpreted with caution, as inspection of the NEXRAD time series reveals
suspect features in some years (not shown). Note that GLEAM data generated with
input from three independent precipitation datasets lead to similar results, albeit with20

less consistent TFS∗ in the Eastern US (Sect. 2.4 and Supplement and Fig. S3), except
for the three mentioned sites in the middle of the Western US with issues in NEXRAD
and for which only GLEAM generated with NEXRAD displays strong coupling in the
Western US.

Several reasons might contribute to the observed differences between TFS∗ esti-25

mates from the different datasets:

i. Spatial scale of the EF data: the footprint of FLUXNET measurements is much
smaller than the grid cells of NARR and GLEAM (typically 100–2000 m vs about
25–30 km, respectively, see Sect. 4.2). In Fig. 4, which displays TFS∗ for the dif-
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ferent combinations of EF and precipitation datasets for the same subset of days,
namely the potentially convective days according to the NARR selection, sites
with positive TFS∗ using EF from NARR and GLEAM in the Eastern US mostly
display smaller TFS∗ values with FLUXNET EF, although this feature is not com-
pletely systematic. Thus, although different TFS∗ cannot be clearly attributed to5

differences in footprints, EF data are shown to play a strong role in controlling the
convection triggering metric (see also Sect. 4.2).

ii. Different coupling behaviour: this is in particular relevant with respect to the
NARR-based results (and to a lesser extent the GLEAM-based results), which
might exhibit some model-induced coupling and therefore require validation with10

observations. This is analyzed in Fig. 4, where the effect of the dataset selection
is isolated, allowing for a direct comparison. As expected from Fig. 2, datasets
display different TFS∗ patterns, so the NARR-based results are only partially con-
firmed with the observational datasets.

iii. Time series length and noise: the lengths of the time series considered here range15

from a few years in FLUXNET to 13 yr (with some gaps) in GLEAM, NEXRAD and
NARR. A relatively large number of days is required to estimate TFS∗ robustly,
in particular for noisy observational data. Comparing Fig. 2 with the respective
panels of Fig. 4 shows that the decreased sample size in Fig. 4 reduces the
number of sites with significant TFS∗ in NARR and in the GLEAM-NEXRAD com-20

bination, although the overall signal remains. Higher noise levels in observational
datasets and incomplete sampling due to short record length could also explain
their weaker values of the metric.

iv. Selection of potentially convective days included in the TFS∗ computation
(Sect. 3.2): the application of the criteria to different datasets might lead to slightly25

different TFS∗ estimates as well and could explain some of the differences, al-
though sensitivity tests do not highlight a strong sensitivity of TFS∗ to the chosen
criteria, as shown in the Supplement for NARR (Fig. S2).
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v. Other dataset characteristics, such as temporal resolution and uncertainties, likely
also contribute to these differences.

These possible explanations for the observed differences are difficult to disentangle
as the selection of days and the length of the time series are linked to the datasets.
While the region of strong relationship between before-noon EF and afternoon precip-5

itation in the Eastern US found in NARR and GLEAM-NEXRAD cannot be confirmed
with FLUXNET, it is possible that the FLUXNET time series are simply too short or too
noisy to detect a robust TFS∗ in this region. Nevertheless, NARR generally exhibits
a stronger (weaker) link between EF and convection triggering over the Eastern (Cen-
tral and Southwestern) US compared to the observation-based estimates used here10

(in particular GLEAM-NEXRAD). Hence our results suggest the presence of product-
dependence in the derived TFS∗ patterns.

Analysis of the differences in the datasets themselves might shed light on main is-
sues impairing the comparison or leading to different TFS∗ patterns. Except for the
three sites in the middle of the Western US region indicated by empty dots on Fig. 315

(map), which exhibit large differences between NEXRAD and NARR precipitation and
point to some issues with NEXRAD over that region, precipitation data from NARR
and NEXRAD agree rather well in terms of precipitation occurrence (not shown). We
therefore focus on the differences between EF datasets and analyze these in the next
section. With the exception of EF analyses (Sect. 4.2), we exclude FLUXNET data from20

the subsequent analyses because of the too limited record length of this dataset.

4.2 EF time series

To analyze the agreement of the spatiotemporal dynamics between the three EF
datasets, Fig. 5 displays their respective correlations with one another for summer
(JJA), with estimates of before-noon (9 a.m.–12 p.m.) EF. Unlike in the TFS∗ computa-25

tion, all days are included in the correlations, but similar results are found if only poten-
tially convective days are included. Although positive, correlations are strikingly low at
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most sites and across all dataset combinations. This suggests that the disagreement
between the TFS∗ patterns in different dataset combinations is related to differences
in the considered EF datasets (see also Fig. 4). Correlations of 10 day and monthly
averages of before-noon EF are slightly higher but remain low (Fig. S4 in the Supple-
ment). Correlations of EF anomalies (i.e. after removing the seasonal cycle within JJA)5

instead of actual values display similar results (not shown).
Several reasons might underlie the differences in EF datasets. First, the spatial scale

over which EF is estimated, or footprint, is different for each dataset. Measurements
from FLUXNET are local, with a footprint typically extending from 100–2000 m (Schmid,
1994), while NARR and GLEAM estimate EF over a much larger scale (about 0.3◦ and10

0.25◦, respectively). Differences might thus arise from different environmental condi-
tions over the respective footprints (e.g., input of water from rainfall in case of very
local precipitation events), but also from differences in land cover. Indeed, while wet vs.
dry periods might be similar in all datasets, some studies have shown that different veg-
etation might respond differently to given conditions (Teuling et al., 2010). Land cover15

is in fact different at FLUXNET sites compared to the larger scale in NARR, in partic-
ular in regions with cultivated land, as FLUXNET sites are often located over natural
vegetation. However, we did not find any systematic link between different land covers
and resulting TFS∗ (not shown). Similarly, soil texture impacts soil moisture dynamics
and EF (e.g. Guillod et al., 2013) and differences in local vs. larger scale soil texture20

could also be a reason for the differences in EF.
In order to better characterize the EF time series, Fig. 6 shows the mean, stan-

dard deviation, and persistence (quantified by the decorrelation time-scale, τD, which
integrates the autocorrelation function, see von Storch and Zwiers, 1999) of EF for
the three analyzed datasets. While we do not find any clear differences between the25

datasets that can explain the resulting differences in TFS∗, the comparison highlights
some interesting features. The mean EF is similar in all datasets and exhibits higher
values in the Eastern US (wetter climate) compared to the drier climate of the Western
US. This pattern is slightly stronger in GLEAM, where the Eastern US display higher
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mean EF values than in other datasets. The EF standard deviation is noisy, although
similar patterns are found across all datasets, with higher EF variability in the Central
US or in the Southern Great Plains (the exact location depending on the dataset). Note,
however, that the amplitudes differ widely between datasets. This does not necessarily
impact TFS∗: the change in the probability of afternoon precipitation with respect to EF5

is scaled by the standard deviation of EF (see Eq. 4 and Berg et al., 2013). Finally, EF
persistence is generally lower in the Eastern US, suggesting high variability at a scale
of one to a few days in this region of strong relationship in NARR (Fig. 2, left). Thus, the
regions of strong daily correlation between EF and convection triggering correspond,
in NARR, to humid regions with low persistence, while in GLEAM-NEXRAD the drier10

Western region, with higher persistence, displays strongest coupling.

5 Impact of EF vs precipitation persistence

Although the TFS metric is a useful tool for investigating the relationship between EF
and convective precipitation triggering, precipitation persistence might lead to high TFS
even in the absence of an actual impact of EF on precipitation. Indeed, as precipitation15

impacts soil moisture and thus EF, if precipitation events tend to be clustered together
they will lead to high EF during precipitation clusters, and low EF during clusters of days
without precipitation. Thus, TFS will be high in that case simply because of precipitation
persistence. Although one cannot exclude the possibility that precipitation days cluster
together due to a feedback mechanism, this is more likely due to an atmospheric forcing20

favoring clustered precipitation days. Precipitation persistence might also arise from
seasonality in precipitation; however, this effect is less relevant for our study as only
summer is considered.

The filters for potentially convective days as well as the binning in CTP and HIlow
categories in the TFS computation should ideally account for such confounding ef-25

fects (see Sect. 3.2). Nevertheless, we specifically test for the effect of precipitation
persistence on TFS∗ by replacing before-noon EF with precipitation from the previ-
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ous day in the TFS∗ computation. With respect to an explanatory variable X , we
denote the change in the probability of afternoon precipitation for high vs. low X as
∆Γ(X ) = Γ(r |X > XQ60)−Γ(r |X ≤ XQ40). Figure 7 (left) shows ∆Γ(EF) and ∆Γ(Pd, prev)
for NARR and the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination, where Pd,prev is the precipitation on
the previous day (in other words, EF is simply replaced by the daily precipitation from5

the previous day). Due to short record length, FLUXNET is omitted from this analy-
sis. Note that the patterns of ∆Γ(EF) strongly resemble the patterns of TFS∗ for these
two dataset combinations (Fig. 2) as it is the term that leads to most of the TFS∗ sig-
nal: in Eq. (4), σEF and ∂EF mostly compensate each other. In addition, maps of σEF
(Fig. 6) do not display a pattern similar to that of TFS∗ (Fig. 2). Using ∆Γ(X ) allows for10

a direct comparison between the impact of EF and that of previous day precipitation,
shown on the right of Fig. 7 as ∆Γ(Pd, prev). In fact, previous day precipitation is a better
predictor for afternoon precipitation occurrence than before-noon EF, which holds for
both datasets and across all regions. Given these results, one can wonder if the signal
with EF is, in fact, only reflecting precipitation persistence or if EF conveys additional15

information that can help explain afternoon precipitation.
In order to disentangle the impact of EF on precipitation from precipitation persis-

tence, we apply a framework similar to Salvucci et al. (2002) to stratify the data based
on previous day precipitation. Here, only the occurrence of precipitation is considered
and we investigate whether the signal emerging with EF reflects previous day precipita-20

tion occurrence alone and thus may be an artifact of precipitation persistence on a short
time-scale. Note that Salvucci et al. (2002) also accounted for seasonal-scale persis-
tence by including a precipitation wetness index. We do not include such a term since
our analysis is restricted to summer months; in addition, our aim is simply to account
for precipitation persistence on a short time scale to exclude the impact of persisting25

large-scale events (e.g. fronts). Figure 8 shows TFS∗ independent of previous day pre-
cipitation (i.e., as shown before; left column) as well as conditioned on the occurrence
of precipitation the day before: here TFS∗ is computed using days either without or with
previous day precipitation (center and right columns, respectively). Note that the sub-
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set without previous day precipitation additionally filters out precipitation clusters. Since
the conditioning reduces the number of days available, this analysis is applied to NARR
and GLEAM-NEXRAD but also to the longer set of NARR data, covering 1979–2007
(bottom row).

For both NARR and the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination, the signal over the East-5

ern US strongly weakens when days are conditioned on previous day rainfall (Fig. 8).
This suggests an important role of precipitation persistence on subsequent precipita-
tion and thus on TFS∗. Note, however, that the length of the time series, shortened after
filtering days based on previous day precipitation, might also impact the results: using
all available years from NARR (1979–2007, bottom row), TFS∗ remains significant for10

days following precipitation events, where EF might provide information on afternoon
precipitation that is additional to previous day precipitation occurrence. Nonetheless,
for days following rainfree days the clear weakening of the signal suggests a possi-
ble strong role of precipitation persistence. In addition, persistence is part of the TFS∗

signal, which is stronger on days with precipitation on the previous day than on days15

following rain-free days. This could be due to events lasting a large number of days,
leading to very wet conditions and high EF with precipitation likely to occur again, rela-
tive to shorter events (1–2 days) that might exhibit lower EF and no further precipitation.
Over the Southwestern US, the signal is less sensitive to precipitation persistence and
TFS∗ remains significant over most sites for both datasets.20

Overall, precipitation persistence plays an important role and thereby affects TFS∗

in all datasets. Several factors can lead to high precipitation persistence, such as SST
forcing e.g. linked with large-scale teleconnection patterns. In addition, we cannot ex-
clude at least a partial contribution of EF-precipitation coupling to the identified persis-
tence features, although higher correlation with previous-day precipitation than EF sug-25

gest that this is not the dominant mechanism. Conversely, the EF-precipitation relation-
ship could either reflect atmospheric persistence, an actually existing EF-precipitation
coupling, or a combination of both, none of which can be fully excluded.
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6 Soil moisture and interception evaporation

In the context of a feedback between soil moisture and precipitation via EF (Fig. 1),
soil moisture is expected to be the main driver of EF. However, our analysis shows that
EF can be highly variable from day-to-day (reflected in the low autocorrelation in the
Eastern US, see Fig. 6). This feature is inconsistent with an impact of low-frequency5

soil moisture variations, which is generally the main relevant factor in the context of
forecasting (e.g. Koster and Suarez, 2001; Seneviratne et al., 2006a; Koster et al.,
2010). One can thus wonder about the exact relevance of soil moisture in the analyzed
coupling mechanism between land conditions and convection triggering.

We recall that λE (and thereby EF) comprises three main sources: plant transpiration10

Etrans (mid- to long-term storage through root zone soil moisture, Wroots, controlled by
precipitation over the previous months and weeks), bare soil evaporation Esoil (short-
term storage through soil moisture in the top few cm of the soil, Wtop, controlled by pre-
cipitation over the past few days to week) and evaporation from vegetation interception
EI (short-term storage through canopy-intercepted water storage Wcanopy, controlled15

by rainfall in the preceding hours to day). Typical time scales mentioned here reflect
results from many studies; see e.g. Salvucci and Entekhabi (1994) for soil moisture or
Scott et al. (1997) for corresponding evaporation components, but are not intended to
include the whole range of possible interactions. Therefore, a feedback from precip-
itation through EF can, theoretically, result from any of the three components of λE .20

As an extension to Fig. 1, Fig. 9 presents a schematic representation of soil moisture-
precipitation feedback that distinguishes between the contributions of these three com-
ponents of λE . Precipitation impacts the three storage terms on different time scales,
which might then impact EF and, thereby, impact precipitation, forming three interlinked
feedback loops. The first loop (C1-A1-B) acts on a short (day-to-day) time scale through25

Wcanopy and EI. The second loop (C2-A2-B) acts on a longer time scale, typically a few
days, through Wsoil and Esoil. Finally, a third loop (C3-A3-B) acts on a mid- to long
time scale, typically weeks to months, via Wroots and Etrans. Ultimately, all three loops
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combine and act together on EF, which can impact precipitation. While the distinction
between these three components has to our knowledge rarely been discussed in the
literature in the context of EF-precipitation coupling or soil moisture-precipitation feed-
back (with rare exceptions, e.g. by Savenije, 1995b, 2004 in the context of moisture
recycling and Scott et al., 1997, 1995 in the context of precipitation persistence), it is5

of high relevance for the results presented here.
In order to investigate the role of the components of λE in the analyzed relation-

ships, we compute ∆Γ(X ) using NARR data where X is the water storage term con-
trolling each component instead of EF, as was done with previous day precipitation in
Fig. 7. Storage terms are used instead of individual fluxes, which are not available from10

NARR output. Figure 10a–d displays ∆Γ in NARR computed with, from left to right, EF,
surface soil moisture (for Esoil), root zone soil moisture (for Etrans), and vegetation in-
terception storage (for EI). All these variables are before-noon (9 a.m.–12 p.m.) values.
The definition of surface and root zone soil moisture in NARR is provided in Sect. 2.1.

Over the Eastern US, most of the ∆Γ signal found with EF in the Eastern US does15

not appear with soil moisture (for both surface or root zone soil moisture), apart from
a significant signal over Florida with surface soil moisture. This suggests that the EF
variability is not driven by soil moisture variations in this region. On the other hand,
∆Γ computed with vegetation interception storage displays a strong signal, suggesting
that most of the signal with EF is linked to interception evaporation. Although this find-20

ing might appear surprising, note that the fraction of days with vegetation interception
storage (Fig. 10g) amounts to roughly 15–35 % and is thus far from negligible, which is
consistent with other studies (see e.g. Savenije, 2004; Gerrits and Savenije, 2011 for
overviews on interception). However, this result is nuanced by Fig. 10e and f: ∆Γ(EF)
is not strongly sensitive to the exclusion of days with vegetation interception storage25

(Fig. 10e; Fig. 10f displays the difference to the computation including all days and is
rather small). Since this remaing signal (Fig. 10e) cannot be attributed to vegetation
interception, it is likely either due to one of the remaining terms of evaporation or to
atmospheric controls on EF through potential evaporation. To test this hypothesis, the
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third row of Fig. 10 displays ∆Γ(X ) computed on days without vegetation interception
and where X is, from left to right, surface soil moisture (Fig. 10h), root zone soil mois-
ture (Fig. 10i), and potential EF (EFpot = λEpot/(Rn −G), i.e., the EF that corresponds
to potential evaporation, Fig. 10j). For most of the Eastern US, EFpot reproduces a sub-
stantial part of the signal while soil moisture (surface and root zone) does not. Thus,5

atmospheric controls on EF (through EFpot) appear to play a dominant role.
Over other regions, we identify different key drivers based on Fig. 10. In Florida, sur-

face soil moisture and vegetation interception explain best the observed signal with EF.
Over the Southwestern US, our analysis highlights surface and root zone soil moisture
as important contributors, with interception playing a smaller role. Over the Central US,10

no conclusion can be drawn from NARR as no EF–precipitation relationship is identified
(see also Figs. 2 and 3).

The role of interception can also be investigated using GLEAM. In Fig. 11, we display
TFS∗ for the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination as shown earlier (standard version, left)
and when computing EF in GLEAM without including interception evaporation (right,15

see Eq. 2 in Sect. 2.4 for details on the computation). The significant positive TFS∗ sig-
nal over the Eastern US vanishes when interception is not accounted for. This shows
that, for this observation-based dataset and over this region, interception is the main
driver of the relationship between EF and subsequent precipitation, not soil moisture.
Conversely, the large TFS∗ values found in the Central and Southwestern US remain20

significant after removing interception. Thus, in these regions, it is apparently soil mois-
ture, and not interception, that leads to the observed coupling (not considering the three
stations indicated on the map of Fig. 3 that exhibit issue in NEXRAD and that are fur-
ther North in the Western US). This is consistent with the results from NARR over the
Southwestern US.25

Overall, analysis of the role of individual components of λE in the relationship be-
tween EF and subsequent precipitation leads to similar conclusions in NARR and in
GLEAM-NEXRAD: in the Eastern US, the impacts of vegetation interception evapo-
ration and environmental controls (such as entrainment) on EF lead to the observed
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relationship. In the Central and Southwestern US, soil moisture (surface and root zone)
drives the relationship, suggesting the likely occurrence of a soil moisture-precipitation
feedback. These region-specific findings fit well with known regions of soil moisture-
climate regimes and vegetation cover: Fig. 12a highlights a wet regime in the Eastern
US, where land evaporation is controlled by radiation rather than soil moisture, unlike5

the soil moisture-limited regime of the Central and Western US. In addition, the East-
ern US are mostly covered by forests, indicated by a high leaf area index in Fig. 12b,
and thus vegetation interception is likely a relevant component of the evaporation over
land in this region, unlike in the Southwestern US where vegetation cover is low and
therefore vegetation interception is less relevant.10

7 Discussion and conclusions

A recent study (Findell et al., 2011) statistically relates the occurrence of afternoon con-
vective precipitation to before-noon Evaporative Fraction (EF) through the TFS metric
(Triggering Feedback Strength), based on data from the North American Regional Re-
analysis (NARR), and suggests the existence of an extended region of positive land15

surface–precipitation coupling over the Eastern US. Our study extends that analysis
based on a systematic cross validation with additional independent, observation-based
data sources and an in-depth investigation of all components contributing to the identi-
fied pattern from Findell et al. (2011).

We complement NARR with the use of observational data from FLUXNET stations20

(for EF) and from two remote-sensing-based products: GLEAM, an EF product de-
rived based on satellite observations, and NEXRAD, the US network of ground-based
precipitation radars. Factors that potentially influence the coupling quantification in-
clude model components that underlie reanalysis and remote-sensing products, differ-
ent spatial scales of the FLUXNET and gridded data, time series lengths, precipitation25

persistence and interception evaporation. The next paragraphs summarize our find-
ings.
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Comparing the relationship patterns from the different dataset combinations, the
FLUXNET-NEXRAD combination does not display the region of positive TFS∗ in the
Eastern US found in NARR, while the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination displays a sig-
nal of overall same sign albeit with weaker values in the East. Higher noise levels and
uneven sampling of different land cover types in the FLUXNET data may contribute to5

the differences with the pattern found in other products. Nevertheless, our results point
to the possibility that land-surface dynamics in NARR and their stronger coupling with
precipitation in the Eastern US are model-induced (see also Ferguson et al., 2012,
who find that surface soil moisture from NARR correlates poorly with remote-sensing
estimates in the Eastern US). Conversely, a strong relationship between EF and con-10

vection triggering is found for the observation-based GLEAM-NEXRAD combinations
in the Central US (consistent with e.g. Koster et al., 2004), although no such signal
emerges from NARR in these regions. The FLUXNET-NEXRAD combination displays
weak coupling there, likely due to higher noise levels and short samples. This sug-
gests that NARR might underestimate a possible EF–precipitation coupling in these15

regions. In the Southwestern US close to the Mexican border, all datasets agree on the
existence of significant relationships between EF and convective triggering.

We find that the choice of the EF dataset has a large impact on the relationship
between EF and convection triggering, although the patterns of average EF, EF vari-
ability and persistence in the different datasets do not provide any clear indication of20

the source of this discrepancy. We note, however, that regions of strong TFS∗ can be
related to the mean and persistence of EF in two ways: over the Eastern US, high
TFS∗ concurs with high EF and low EF persistence (corresponding to a high day-to-
day variability), while over the Central and Southwestern US, EF is lower and more
persistent.25

Furthermore, we find that precipitation of the previous day is a better predictor of af-
ternoon precipitation than before-noon EF, pointing to a short time-scale dominance of
the atmosphere over land. Other studies have also found that precipitation predictabil-
ity from precipitation alone can be significant (e.g., Gianotti et al., 2013), but these
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investigated longer time scales. Although EF seems to provide a small additional pre-
dictability to precipitation alone in NARR, this result cannot be confidently confirmed
with the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination, in particular in the Eastern US. Hence, the
confounding impacts of precipitation on soil moisture and EF may preclude conclu-
sions on the existence of a land-precipitation coupling in this region, as precipitation5

persistence could either be induced by a coupling or reflect the impact of large-scale
forcings.

Accounting for the individual components of land evaporation (plant transpiration,
bare soil evaporation and interception evaporation) in the analysis provides in-depth
insight into the processes contributing to the observed patterns. Our results suggest10

that the coupling, if present, arises from distinct sources in different regions.
Over the Eastern US, atmospheric controls on EF (i.e., the atmospheric demand

through potential evaporation) and vegetation interception drive the EF-precipitation
relationship in NARR. The role of atmospheric controls on EF might indicate of rele-
vance of large-scale controls on the observed relationship, consistently with the role15

of precipitation persistence, but identifying these drivers is beyond the scope of this
study. This is also in line with work from Aires et al. (2013) who, using a neural network
approach to analyze precipitation and to disentangle the impact of EF from those of
other environmental factors, show that the latter (primarily HIlow) exert strong controls
on precipitation. The positive relationship vanishes in the GLEAM-NEXRAD combina-20

tion when interception evaporation is removed from the EF estimate, supporting the
strong role of this component in this region. This is consistent with the high forest cover
and the associated LAI in this region and it could further explain the lack of coupling
from FLUXNET EF, since much of the interception evaporation is likely not captured
by eddy-covariance measurements due to wet sensors (e.g. Mizutani et al., 1997). Al-25

though often neglected in the literature, we recall that evaporation from interception is
a substantial part of land evaporation: it has been estimated to amount to 11 % of global
land evaporation (Miralles et al., 2011a) and to an even larger proportion over forests
(20–50 %, e.g. Savenije, 2004; McLaren et al., 2008; Gerrits and Savenije, 2011).
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Although the strong role of vegetation interception in the coupling questions the clas-
sical interpretation of soil moisture affecting precipitation via EF, it is not totally surpris-
ing, given the large EF values in the identified regions, i.e., a humid regime with hardly
any control of soil moisture on EF, unlike what has been diagnosed in several stud-
ies for the Central US (e.g. Koster et al., 2004; Teuling et al., 2009; Seneviratne et al.,5

2010). Thus, it is path 1 from Fig. 9 (C1-A1-B) which is mainly active in this wet, forested
region – other components of land evaporation contribute to EF but not substantially to
its variability and therefore not to the feedback. The thereby relatively short time-scale
of the EF-precipitation relationship in this region is consistent with the role of day-to-
day precipitation persistence. In fact, since precipitation of the previous day strongly10

impacts EF through vegetation interception, precipitation persistence could then be
due either to an impact of EF (through interception) on precipitation or through atmo-
spheric persistence – or the combination of both. Conversely, vegetation interception,
being a good indicator of previous-day precipitation, could only be related to afternoon
precipitation due to confounding effects of precipitation persistence. Distinguishing be-15

tween these two possible mechanisms is difficult if not impossible, since precipitation
and interception evaporation are directly linked with one another. Note here that with
the selection of potentially convective days (Sect. 3.2), days with morning rainfall are
excluded from all analyses. Interception therefore comes from rainfall on the preceding
night or day.20

The processes acting in the Central and Southwestern US are different than over
the Eastern US. The lower leaf area index in these regions results in lower interception
evaporation. Thus, the relationship between EF and precipitation occurrence found in
GLEAM-NEXRAD, stronger than in the Eastern US, remains when interception evapo-
ration is removed from the EF estimate, highlighting a likely impact of EF via soil mois-25

ture. Similarly in NARR, soil moisture is identified as the primary driver of the relation-
ship at the few sites which exhibit significant TFS∗ in this dataset for these regions. This
is consistent with the soil moisture–limited evaporation regime in this transitional re-
gion (Koster et al., 2004; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Mueller and Seneviratne, 2012) and
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aligns well with expected regions of soil moisture–precipitation coupling (e.g. Koster
et al., 2004). In addition, it fits well with the lower sensitivity of the signal to day-to-day
precipitation persistence. Thus, from the schematic representation of Fig. 9, path 1 is
expected to be of low relevance in that region. Path 3 is also likely less relevant than
in the East since transpiration acts through vegetation, but we recall that grasslands5

and croplands cover large parts of the Central US and that transpiration can be higher
over these vegetation types than over forests (see e.g. Teuling et al., 2010). Therefore,
path 2, and path 3 where vegetation cover is high, are expected to dominate in these
regions, leading to the impacts of soil moisture on EF found in GLEAM-NEXRAD and
in NARR over the Southwestern US, and found in GLEAM-NEXRAD over the Central10

US. The lack of signal in NARR over the Central US while the GLEAM-NEXRAD com-
bination displays some significant relationship suggests that some processes might be
misrepresented in this reanalysis product, although issues in the other datasets cannot
be excluded in spite of stronger observational components. Note that the Southwest-
ern region is limited to the vicinity of the Mexican border and does not include sites at15

higher latitudes, where significant TFS∗ in GLEAM-NEXRAD is likely due to issues in
NEXRAD.

In the analyses shown here, we divide the US into three large regions over which
the processes are likely different due to different evaporation regimes. We note, how-
ever, that a number of other processes are not considered. In particular, one cannot20

exclude strong coupling gradients on scales much smaller than the sub-continental
scales considered here. For instance, although in the dry region of the Northwestern
US, evaporation is soil moisture-limited (e.g. Schwalm et al., 2012) but its variability is
low, likely leading to low coupling with precipitation, this could further depend on lo-
cal factors such as land cover (e.g. comparing young vs. mature forests, see Vickers25

et al., 2012). Moreover, in contrast to other US regions, the effects of orographic lifting
of moist ocean air in the northwest can dominate over land–atmosphere interactions.
The detailed analysis of these local features is, however, beyond the scope and spatial
scale of our study.
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Some issues remain unresolved. A small part of the signal in the Eastern US in
NARR cannot be attributed to vegetation interception, soil moisture and EFpot. Com-
bined impacts of these variables (e.g. nonlinear effects of the combined variability of in-
terception storage and EFpot on EF) likely underlie the remaining signal, but one cannot
exclude that some of the remaining part of the signal could be due to the assimilation5

procedure or the underlying quality of the land-surface model in NARR. In that case,
one could question the reliability of the NARR reanalysis for the conducted application:
while the assimilation of precipitation is a strong advantage of NARR compared to most
other reanalyses, the quality of EF remains largely unknown. In GLEAM, the treatment
of interception evaporation, originally based on daily time steps, was adapted to obtain10

sub-daily EF estimates, which might introduce additional uncertainties that are difficult
to quantify. Moreover, the reliability of the estimates decreases as the time interval de-
creases (Miralles et al., 2011b). However, the consistency of our results as well as their
straightforward interpretation give us confidence in our findings.

The differences between the coupling of precipitation with soil moisture and EF, re-15

spectively, and their here proposed explanation through interception evaporation, has
hardly been addressed in the recent literature on land-precipitation coupling (e.g. Find-
ell and Eltahir, 2003a; Seneviratne et al., 2010; Findell et al., 2011; Taylor et al., 2011;
Ferguson et al., 2012; Taylor et al., 2012). Notable exceptions are works by Savenije
(1995a, b) in the context of moisture recycling. This adds to the complexity of this20

coupling and possibly explains some of the contradictions from recent studies. For in-
stance, Findell et al. (2011) find a strong coupling between EF and precipitation over
the Eastern US, while Taylor et al. (2012) find no substantial coupling between surface
soil moisture and precipitation. In addition to profound differences in the methodologies
used in these studies, we show that considering the individual segments of the soil25

moisture-precipitation coupling is crucial to uncover remaining uncertainties in land–
atmosphere coupling (see also Wei and Dirmeyer, 2010; Dirmeyer, 2011).

A possible role of interception also has implications for weather and climate fore-
casting: while the short time-scale of interception is relevant for short range weather
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forecasting (days), it is of limited use for climate forecasting. The identified region over
the Eastern US might thus benefit from this new result for weather forecasts but likely
not for climate simulations. However, the coupling found in the Central and Southwest-
ern US, being linked to soil moisture with longer memory, is of high relevance for these
two applications.5

Given the large range of unresolved issues in the investigation of land–precipitation
coupling, further studies are required to pin down this complicated relationship. Analy-
ses of the feedback accounting for precipitation persistence and confounding variables,
applied to different temporal and spatial scales and a wide range of datasets, are ur-
gently needed. Simultaneously, improvements in models could possibly allow for more10

realistic sensitivity studies to tackle this issue. Finally, large-scale soil moisture and EF
observations at scales relevant to land–atmosphere coupling (i.e., 10 km) would help
provide additional observational contraints on model results.

Supplementary material related to this article is available online at
http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/13/29137/2013/15

acpd-13-29137-2013-supplement.pdf.
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Table 1. List and description of datasets for the two main variables analyzed, the Evaporative
Fraction (EF) and precipitation. Datasets are described in Sect. 2.

Dataset Description

For EF
NARR Reanalysis (no direct observational constrain for surface fluxes)
FLUXNET Ground-based measurement stations (Table 2)
GLEAM Satellite-based remote-sensing-derived product (Table 3)

For Precipitation
NARR Reanalysis (assimilation from rain gauges)
NEXRAD Remote-sensing product, ground-based radar
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Table 2. FLUXNET sites included in this study, with latitude, longitude, altitude, vegetation
class (IGBP, International Geosphere Biosphere Programme), years available, years excluded
from the analysis and reference publication. IGBP classes represented in this subset of sites
are: croplands (CRO), closed shrublands (CSH), deciduous broadleaf forests (DBF), evergreen
needleleaf forests (ENF), grasslands (GRA), mixed forests (MF), permanent wetlands (WET)
and woody savannas (WSA). For a detailed description of the vegetation classes, see http:
//www.fluxdata.org/DataInfo/default.aspx/, accessed on 21 June 2013.

Site
Lat Lon Altitude IGBP Years Years

Reference
[◦ N] [◦ E] [m] class available excluded

CA-Mer 45.41 −75.52 70 WET 1998–2005 2000 Roulet et al. (2007)
US-ARM 36.61 −97.49 314 CRO 2003–2006 – Fischer et al. (2007)
US-Aud 31.59 −110.51 1469 GRA 2002–2006 – Xiao et al. (2010)
US-Bkg 44.35 −96.84 510 GRA 2004–2006 – Saito et al. (2009)
US-Blo 38.90 −120.63 1315 ENF 1997–2006 1997 Goldstein et al. (2000)
US-Bo1 40.01 −88.29 219 CRO 1996–2007 1996, 2007 Fisher et al. (2008)
US-Dk1 35.97 −79.09 168 GRA 2001–2005 – Katul et al. (2003)
US-Dk3 35.98 −79.09 163 ENF 2001–2005 – Johnson (1999)
US-FPe 48.31 −105.10 634 GRA 2000–2006 2001 Owen et al. (2007)
US-FR2 29.95 −97.00 271.9 WSA 2004–2006 – Heinsch et al. (2004)
US-Goo 34.25 −89.87 87 GRA 2002–2006 2005 Yuan et al. (2007)
US-Ha1 42.54 −72.17 340 DBF 1991–2006 1991–1994, 1997, 2000–2005 Urbanski et al. (2007)
US-Ho1 45.20 −68.74 60 ENF 1996–2004 – Fernandez et al. (1993)
US-Ho2 45.21 −68.75 91 ENF 1999–2004 – Fernandez et al. (1993)
US-IB1 41.86 −88.22 225 CRO 2005–2007 – Matamala et al. (2008)
US-IB2 41.84 −88.24 225 GRA 2004–2007 2004 Matamala et al. (2008)
US-KS2 28.61 −80.67 3 CSH 2000–2006 2003 Langley et al. (2002)
US-Los 46.08 −89.98 480 CSH 2001–2005 – Yi et al. (2004)
US-LPH 42.54 −72.18 360–395 DBF 2002–2005 2005 Angert et al. (2003)
US-Me2 44.45 −121.56 1253 ENF 2003–2005 – Thomas et al. (2009)
US-MMS 39.32 −86.41 275 DBF 1999–2005 1999, 2000 Pryor et al. (1999)
US-MOz 38.74 −92.20 219.4 DBF 2004–2006 – Gu et al. (2007)
US-Ne3 41.18 −96.44 363 CRO 2001–2005 2005 Suyker et al. (2004)
US-NR1 40.03 −105.55 3050 ENF 1999–2003 – Monson et al. (2002)
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Table 2. Continued.

Site
Lat Lon Altitude IGBP Years Years

Reference
[◦ N] [◦ E] [m] class available excluded

US-PFa 45.95 −90.27 470 MF 1996–2003 1996 Mackay et al. (2002)
US-SO2 33.37 −116.62 1394 CSH 1997–2006 1997, 1998 Stylinski et al. (2002)
US-SO3 33.38 −116.62 1429 CSH 1997–2006 1998–2000, 2002–2004 Stylinski et al. (2002)
US-SP2 29.76 −82.24 50 ENF 1998–2004 1998, 1999 Bracho et al. (2011)
US-SP3 29.75 −82.16 50 ENF 1999–2004 1999 Bracho et al. (2011)
US-SRM 31.82 −110.87 1120 WSA 2004–2006 – Scott et al. (2009)
US-Syv 46.24 −89.35 540 MF 2002–2006 2004 Desai et al. (2005)
US-Ton 38.43 −120.97 177 WSA 2001–2006 – Ma et al. (2007)
US-UMB 45.56 −84.71 234 DBF 1999–2003 1999, 2002 Curtis et al. (2002)
US-Var 38.41 −120.95 129 GRA 2001–2006 2003, 2004 Ma et al. (2007)
US-WBW 35.96 −84.29 283 DBF 1995–1999 – Greco and Baldocchi (1996)
US-WCr 45.81 −90.08 520 DBF 1999–2006 1999, 2004 Cook et al. (2004)
US-Wi4 46.74 −91.17 TBD ENF 2002–2005 2003 Noormets et al. (2007)
US-Wkg 31.74 −109.94 1531 GRA 2004–2006 – Scott et al. (2010)
US-Wrc 45.82 −121.95 371 ENF 1998–2006 2000, 2003, 2005, 2006 Waring and McDowell (2002)
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Table 3. Datasets used in GLEAM product. Daily aggregates are computed locally to match the
Evaporative Fraction (EF) estimate (i.e., starting and ending at around 9 a.m., see Sect. 2.4). S
and Epot are the evaporative stress and the potential evaporation, respectively. See Sect. 2.4
for details.

Variables Dataset Resolution and use

Soil moisture NASA-LPRM (Owe et al., 2008) night-time overpass (for the
S calculation)

Vegetation optical depth NASA-LPRM (Owe et al., 2008) daily (for the S calculation)
Precipitation NEXRAD (Sect. 2.3) daily (for the S calculation)
Net radiation GEWEX SRB 3.0 (Stackhouse

et al., 2004)
daily (for the S calculations)
and 3 hourly frequencies (for
the morning Epot)

Air temperature NCEP-1 (Sheffield et al., 2006) daily (for the S calculations)
and 3 hourly frequencies (for
the morning Epot)
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↑

↑

↑

Fig. 1. Schematic description of soil moisture–precipitation coupling and feedback loop. Posi-
tive arrows (blue) indicate processes leading to a positive soil moisture–precipitation feedback
(wetting for positive soil moisture anomaly, drying for negative soil moisture anomaly), the neg-
ative arrow (red) indicates a potential negative feedback damping the original soil moisture
anomaly, and the red-blue arrow indicates the existence of both positive and negative feed-
backs between evaporative fraction (EF) and precipitation anomalies. (A), (B) and (C) refer to
the different steps of the feedback loop (see text). Modified from Seneviratne et al. (2010).
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Fig. 2. Triggering Feedback Strength (TFS⋆) in different datasets computed at Fluxnet sites. (left) Evapo-
rative Fraction (EF) and precipitation data from NARR, (center) EF from FLUXNET and precipitation from
NEXRAD, and (right) EF from GLEAM and precipitation from NEXRAD. TFS⋆ values significantly different
from 0 at the 90% level are indicated by a black star. In case of overlap, points are shifted and the black lines
inside the circles indicate the actual location of the station.

39

Fig. 2. Triggering Feedback Strength (TFS∗) in different datasets computed at Fluxnet sites.
(left) Evaporative Fraction (EF) and precipitation data from NARR, (center) EF from FLUXNET
and precipitation from NEXRAD, and (right) EF from GLEAM and precipitation from NEXRAD.
TFS∗ values significantly different from 0 at the 90 % level are indicated by a black star. In case
of overlap, points are shifted and the black lines inside the circles indicate the actual location of
the station.
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Fig. 3. Quantitative comparison of the Triggering Feedback Strength (TFS⋆) in different regions for the three
datasets shown in Fig. 2. (top) definition of the regions. (bottom) boxplot of TFS⋆ in the three regions (from
left to right: Western, Central and Eastern US). Empty dots on the map indicate stations where results from
GLEAM and NEXRAD should be interpreted with caution due to issues in NEXRAD data.
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Fig. 3. Quantitative comparison of the Triggering Feedback Strength (TFS∗) in different regions
for the three datasets shown in Fig. 2. (top) definition of the regions. (bottom) boxplot of TFS∗ in
the three regions (from left to right: Western, Central and Eastern US). Empty dots on the map
indicate stations where results from GLEAM and NEXRAD should be interpreted with caution
due to issues in NEXRAD data.
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Fig. 4. Influence of dataset and sample size on TFS⋆. Only days with data in all datasets are included in
the computation, and potentially convective days are further selected based on NARR (see Sect. 3.2 for the
criteria). TFS⋆ from NARR is boxed in red; TFS⋆ from observation-based combinations in blue. TFS⋆ values
significantly different from 0 at the 90% level are indicated by a black star.
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Fig. 4. Influence of dataset and sample size on TFS∗. Only days with data in all datasets are
included in the computation, and potentially convective days are further selected based on
NARR (see Sect. 3.2 for the criteria). TFS∗ from NARR is boxed in red; TFS∗ from observation-
based combinations in blue. TFS∗ values significantly different from 0 at the 90 % level are
indicated by a black star.
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Fig. 5. Correlation of JJA before-noon EF values between different datasets. The size of the dots indicates the
number of days included in the computation according to the legend shown on the bottom right.
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Fig. 5. Correlation of JJA before-noon EF values between different datasets. The size of the
dots indicates the number of days included in the computation according to the legend shown
on the bottom right.
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Fig. 6. Properties of EF datasets (NARR, FLUXNET, GLEAM, from left to right): (top) mean (EF), (middle)
standard deviation (σEF), (bottom) decorrelation time scale (τd). Only days with data in all three datasets
are included in the computation to allow for a fair comparison. The decorrelation time scale τd is computed
following von Storch and Zwiers (1999). Grey dots indicate too many gaps for a reliable quantification of τd.
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Fig. 6. Properties of EF datasets (NARR, FLUXNET, GLEAM, from left to right): (top) mean
(EF), (middle) standard deviation (σEF), (bottom) decorrelation time scale (τd). Only days with
data in all three datasets are included in the computation to allow for a fair comparison. The
decorrelation time scale τd is computed following von Storch and Zwiers (1999). Grey dots
indicate too many gaps for a reliable quantification of τd.
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Fig. 7. Difference in the probability of afternoon rainfall (∆Γ) on days with high versus low X where X is the
before-noon EF (left panels) or previous day precipitation (right panels), for NARR (top row) and GLEAM-
NEXRAD (bottom row). High (low) X refer to values higher (lower) than the 60th (40th) percentile of X , i.e.
∆Γ(X) = Γ(r|X>XQ60)−Γ(r|X≤XQ40). Values significantly different from 0 at the 90% level are indi-
cated by a black star. The size of the dots indicates the number of days included in the computation according
to the legend shown on the bottom right map.
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Fig. 7. Difference in the probability of afternoon rainfall (∆Γ) on days with high vs. low X where
X is the before-noon EF (left panels) or previous day precipitation (right panels), for NARR
(top row) and GLEAM-NEXRAD (bottom row). High (low) X refer to values higher (lower) than
the 60th (40th) percentile of X , i.e. ∆Γ(X ) = Γ(r |X > XQ60)−Γ(r |X ≤ XQ40). Values significantly
different from 0 at the 90 % level are indicated by a black star. The size of the dots indicates the
number of days included in the computation according to the legend shown on the bottom right
map.
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Fig. 8. TFS⋆ for subset of days: (left) all days, (center) days without and (right) days with rainfall on the
previous day, to account for precipitation persistence. Top row: NARR (years 1995–2007, as in the rest of
the analysis). Middle row: GLEAM-NEXRAD combination. Bottom row: NARR, all years (1979–2007) for
comparison, as the conditioning on previous day precipitation reduces the number of days available for the
computation. The size of the dots indicates the number of days included in the computation according to the
legend shown on the bottom right map.
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Fig. 8. TFS∗ for subset of days: (left) all days, (center) days without and (right) days with rainfall
on the previous day, to account for precipitation persistence. Top row: NARR (years 1995–2007,
as in the rest of the analysis). Middle row: GLEAM-NEXRAD combination. Bottom row: NARR,
all years (1979–2007) for comparison, as the conditioning on previous day precipitation reduces
the number of days available for the computation. The size of the dots indicates the number of
days included in the computation according to the legend shown on the bottom right map.
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of soil moisture-precipitation feedback with individual components of land
evaporation. The letters (Ai,Bi,Ci) refer to the steps of the feedback loop shown in Fig. 1, where ”i” indicates
the evaporation component concerned (1 for evaporation from vegetation interception, EI ; 2 for bare soil
evaporation, Esoil; 3 for plant transpiration, Etrans). The horizontal axis represents time, ending on day i,
and precipitation over the past days to months is represented as well as its typical influence on the three water
storage term: canopy or vegetation interception storage Wcanopy, impacted by previous day precipitation only
(C1); surface soil moisture Wtop, impacted by precipitation in the previous days to weeks (C2); and root zone
soil moisture Wroot, mainly impacted by precipitation in the previous weeks months (C3). These three storage
terms then mainly impact their respective evaporation components, and thus EF, in different regions: over
vegetated areas for interception (A1), in a transitional soil moisture-climate regime for soil evaporation (A2),
and in regions which are both vegetated and in a transitional climate regime for transpiration (A3). Note that A2

and A3 can also occur in other regions in some circumstances (e.g. over wet regions, during dry years). Wroot

includes Wtop. Precipitation persistence at a sub-seasonal scale and storm-scale is represented; note that for
loop 1 (through interception), a coupling cannot be distinguished from storm-scale precipitation persistence.
Step B of the feedback remains a single component as the three evaporation components combine and only the
total heat fluxes and their partitioning matter to precipitation formation.
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Fig. 9. Caption on next page.
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Fig. 9. Schematic representation of soil moisture-precipitation feedback with individual compo-
nents of land evaporation. The letters (Ai , Bi , Ci ) refer to the steps of the feedback loop shown
in Fig. 1, where “i” indicates the evaporation component concerned (1 for evaporation from
vegetation interception, EI; 2 for bare soil evaporation, Esoil; 3 for plant transpiration, Etrans).
The horizontal axis represents time, ending on day i , and precipitation over the past days to
months is represented as well as its typical influence on the three water storage term: canopy
or vegetation interception storage Wcanopy, impacted by previous day precipitation only (C1);
surface soil moisture Wtop, impacted by precipitation in the previous days to weeks (C2); and
root zone soil moisture Wroot, mainly impacted by precipitation in the previous weeks to months
(C3). These three storage terms then mainly impact their respective evaporation components,
and thus EF, in different regions: over vegetated areas for interception (A1), in a transitional soil
moisture-climate regime for soil evaporation (A2), and in regions which are both vegetated and
in a transitional climate regime for transpiration (A3). Note that A2 and A3 can also occur in other
regions in some circumstances (e.g. over wet regions, during dry years). Wroot includes Wtop.
Precipitation persistence at a sub-seasonal scale and storm-scale is represented; note that for
loop 1 (through interception), a coupling cannot be distinguished from storm-scale precipita-
tion persistence. Step B of the feedback remains a single component as the three evaporation
components combine and only the total heat fluxes and their partitioning matter to precipitation
formation.
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Fig. 10. Identification of the drivers of the EF-precipitation relationship in NARR. Top row: Difference in the
probability of afternoon rainfall (∆Γ(X)) on days with high versus low X where X is a variable (before-noon
value). From left to right, X is (a) EF and (b-d) the three water storage terms that control EF: (b) surface soil
moisture (Wtop, controls bare soil evaporation), (c) root zone soil moisture (Wroot, controls plant transpiration)
and (d) vegetation (canopy) interception storage (Wcanopy, controls interception evaporation). Middle row: (e)
∆Γ(EF) computation restricted to days without canopy storage, (f) difference between ∆Γ(EF) computed
with all days and with days without vegetation interception storage, and (g) percentage of days with intercep-
tion storage. Bottom row: ∆Γ(X) restricted to days without interception storage where X is (h) surface soil
moisture, (i) root zone soil moisture and (j) potential EF (EFpot), defined as the EF value that corresponds to
potential evaporation, i.e. with λE=λEpot. EFpot accounts for environmental forcings on EF such as entrain-
ment at the boundary layer top. High (low) X refer to values higher (lower) than the 60th (40th) percentile of
X , i.e. ∆Γ(X)=Γ(r|X>XQ60)−Γ(r|X≤XQ40). Values significantly different from 0 at the 90% level are
indicated by a black star.
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Fig. 10. Identification of the drivers of the EF-precipitation relationship in NARR. Top row: differ-
ence in the probability of afternoon rainfall (∆Γ(X )) on days with high vs. low X where X is a vari-
able (before-noon value). From left to right, X is (a) EF and (b–d) the three water storage terms
that control EF: (b) surface soil moisture (Wtop, controls bare soil evaporation), (c) root zone soil
moisture (Wroot, controls plant transpiration) and (d) vegetation (canopy) interception storage
(Wcanopy, controls interception evaporation). Middle row: (e) ∆Γ(EF) computation restricted to
days without canopy storage, (f) difference between ∆Γ(EF) computed with all days and with
days without vegetation interception storage, and (g) percentage of days with interception stor-
age. Bottom row: ∆Γ(X ) restricted to days without interception storage where X is (h) surface
soil moisture, (i) root zone soil moisture and (j) potential EF (EFpot), defined as the EF value
that corresponds to potential evaporation, i.e. with λE = λEpot. EFpot accounts for environmen-
tal forcings on EF such as entrainment at the boundary layer top. High (low) X refer to values
higher (lower) than the 60th (40th) percentile of X , i.e. ∆Γ(X ) = Γ(r |X > XQ60)−Γ(r |X ≤ XQ40).
Values significantly different from 0 at the 90 % level are indicated by a black star.
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Fig. 11. Influence of interception evaporation on TFS⋆ in the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination. Left: intercep-
tion is included in the EF computation and EF is then capped to 1. Right: Interception not included in the EF
computation. Values significantly different from 0 at the 90% level are indicated by a black star.
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Fig. 11. Influence of interception evaporation on TFS∗ in the GLEAM-NEXRAD combination.
Left: interception is included in the EF computation and EF is then capped to 1. Right: intercep-
tion not included in the EF computation. Values significantly different from 0 at the 90 % level
are indicated by a black star.
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Fig. 12. (a) Land evaporation regime (blue for wet regime, red for transitional regime): Multi-model analysis
of controls on yearly land evaporation from Teuling et al. (2009). Correlation between yearly evaporation and
global radiation (ρRg,E), respectively precipitation (ρP,E), for the period 1986–1995. Each color corresponds
to a unique combination of ρRg,E and ρP,E. (b) Mean summer (JJA) Leaf Area Index [m2/m2] over the period
1995–2007, derived with data from Stöckli et al. (2011).
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Fig. 12. (a) Land evaporation regime (blue for wet regime, red for transitional regime): multi-
model analysis of controls on yearly land evaporation from Teuling et al. (2009). Correlation
between yearly evaporation and global radiation (ρRg,E ), respectively precipitation (ρP,E ), for
the period 1986–1995. Each color corresponds to a unique combination of ρRg,E and ρP,E .

(b) Mean summer (JJA) Leaf Area Index [m2 m−2] over the period 1995–2007, derived with
data from Stöckli et al. (2011).
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